Spring / Summer 2020

Beer
collection

Raise a glass to the latest Beer™ Collection
from Luckies™. Beer inspired products ranging
from socks through to candles. All available in
three satisfying flavors: Lager, Ale and Stout.

Use these handy coasters to record your
favorite beers, from the hue of your brew
to its flavor profile and ABV. Beer notes
provide a quick, personalized record of
your favorite tipples, making your next
beer choice a simple decision.

Features:
• Twenty-four high quality beer mats.
• Record details such as;
Name, brewery, style, origin and color,
then complete it's unique flavor profile.

Code:
LUKBN
USLUKBN

Four bar classics to turn an ordinary night
into the ultimate fun and games. Games
inside include: a card deck, dominoes
set, set of darts and five bar dice. All
packaged in a beer-sized can.
Play responsibly.

Features:
• Domino set
• Five bar dice
• Set of darts
• Card deck

Code:
LUKBARG
USLUKBARG

The heady aroma of your favorite beer in
a soap. Features a crisp, sweet and slightly
hoppy scent. Get the beer foam flowing
with this half-pint sized soap, which will look
as good in your bath tub as it does on the
bar in your local. Rinse responsibly.

Features:
• Half-pint sized beer soap.
• Clean, crisp and slightly hoppy scent.
• Attractive gift packaging.

Code:
LUKBSOAP
USLUKBSOAP

LUKBCL

Bring home the warming aroma of three
all-time bar favorites: Lager (crisp, sweet
biscuit scent), Ale (hearty caramel and nut
scent) and Stout (roasted coffee beans
and cream scent). Golden emblems are
emblazoned directly onto the glass and
these come boxed in beautiful packaging.

LUKBCS

LUKBCL

Code:
LUKBCA / LUKBCL / LUKBCS
NOT AVAILABLE IN THE USA

LUKBCA

These mid-calf, cotton socks are
available in three thirst-quenching
flavors; Lager, Ale and Stout. All
wrapped up in a handy can. Made
up of 80% cotton, 15% nylon and 5%
elastane. One pair / Mid-calf UK 7-11 /
US 8-12 / EU 41-45. Machine washable.

LUKBSL

Code:
LUKBSA / LUKBSL / LUKBSS
USLUKBSA / USLUKBSL / USLUKBSS
LUKBSS

LUKBSL

LUKBSA

Three pack
Beer Socks now come stacked in a three
pack. These mid-calf, cotton socks include
three thirst quenching flavors; Lager, Ale
and Stout. All wrapped up in a handy can.
Made up of 80% cotton, 15% nylon and
5% elastane. One pair / Mid-calf UK 7-11
/ US 8-12 / EU 41-45. Machine washable.

Code:
LUKBSM
USLUKBSM

LUKBPS

Quench your thirst for a challenge with the
latest in booze inspired entertainment, the
Beer Puzzle. All the fun of the pub in the
comfort of your own home. 200 high-quality
pieces (approx. 100 per puzzle) packaged in
a beer can tin. Available flavors:
Lager, Ale and Stout.

Code:
LUKBPA / LUKBPL / LUKBPS
USLUKBPA / USLUKBPL / USLUKBPS

LUKBPL

LUKBPA

Beer

Beer Guide

connoisseur

Discover your new favorite beer here and
track those you've tried. This tasteful A2sized wall poster includes a removable top
foil layer and a thirty-two page beer guide
packed with facts, information and flavor
profiles for dozens of styles of
Lager, Ale and Stout.

Features:
• Poster of forty-two different styles of
beer, all beautifully illustrated and detailed
with strength, bitterness and flavors.
• Guide covering glassware, the seven
flavors of beer, food pairing and beer facts.

Code:
LUKBPOST
USLUKBPOST

Included

™

Buckle up and enjoy the latest classic racing inspired
range from Luckies™. Featuring iconic color socks,
candles to burn (not rubber), a quick-paced puzzle
and scratchable circuit poster. Everything you need
to quench your thirst for speed.

Take your living room trackside with the
all-new Fuel Candle. Experience a circuit
on a hot afternoon via the stirring and long
lasting aromas. Metallic and smoky with
notes of pine and a hint of fuel, all packed
in a premium tin oil drum.

Code:
LUKFUC
USLUKFUC

Whilst they might not make you faster,
they'll get you to your destination in style.
Fuel Socks feature vivid colors and iconic
stripes, whilst slickly packaged in a tin oil
drum. Made up of 80% cotton, 15% nylon
and 5% elastane. One pair / Mid-calf UK
7-11 / US 8-12 / EU 41-45.
Machine washable.

Code:
LUKFUS
USLUKFUS

Introducing our quickest-paced puzzle yet.
The Fuel Puzzle comes broken down into
500-pieces and wrapped in a cotton bag,
packed inside a sturdy card drum. Discover
how quickly you can assemble a classic
motor in your own home.

Code:
LUKFUP
USLUKFUP

Discover the World's Finest Tracks with our
Fuel poster. Learn more about some of racing’s
most iconic circuits and scratch off each track
to reveal unique details and record the events
you've watched, attended or raced yourself.
This A2-sized poster comes with a useful
pocket-sized guide, packed full of racing facts.

Features:
• Discover twenty-four iconic race tracks
from around the world.
• Thirty-two page booklet, which will keep
any gear-head entertained.

Code:
LUKFPOST
USLUKFPOST

Our new Cocktail Collection™ mixes some of
the tastiest designs with the most popular
beverages to create a medley of colorful
products with a garnish of originality.

LUKCCC

Bring home the sweet and dizzying
aromas of the cocktail bar. The
Cocktail Candle comes scented in three
delicious flavors: Mojito (lime & mint),
Cosmopolitan (citrus & cranberry) and
Tequila Sunrise (orange & pomegranate).

MOJITO

TEQUILA
SUNRISE

LUKCCM

LUKCCT

COSMOPOLITAN

Code:
LUKCCC / LUKCCM / LUKCCT
USLUKCCC / USLUKCCM / USLUKCCT

The Cocktail Socks are one-size fits all
ankle socks with fun and colorful cocktail
can packaging. Available flavors include:
Mojito, Cosmopolitan and Tequila Sunrise.
Socks are 80% cotton, 15% nylon, 5%
elastane and machine washable.

MOJITO

LUKSTM

TEQUILA
SUNRISE

LUKSTC

LUKSTC

COSMOPOLITAN

Code:
LUKSTC / LUKSTM / LUKSTT
USLUKSTC / USLUKSTM / USLUKSTT

LUKSTT

Indulge yourself at home and discover
your new favorite cocktail. With forty-two
classic drinks, each beautifully illustrated,
there is plenty for every taste. Whether
you're something of a connoisseur
or know someone who is, Cocktail
Connoisseur makes a perfect
addition to the wall.

Features:
• A2 poster with forty-two cocktails and
discovery key. Choose by flavor profile
or the spirits you have at home and
scratch off the ones you've tried.
• Pocket sized thirty-two page guide
with recipes for each cocktail, and
glossary of terms, essential ingredients
and equipment.

Cocktail Guide

Code:
LUKCPOST
USLUKCPOST

Included

Introducing the Fruitiful™ Collection by
Luckies™, based around fresh fruit favorites.
These fun and flavorsome designs will take
pride of place in any shopping basket.

Fill your home with sweetness using
our neat fruity candles, available in four
Fruitiful scents: Banana, Watermelon,
Strawberry and Orange. These clean
burning soy wax candles are bursting
with aroma and poured into cute,
colorful tins.

strawberry

watermelon
LUKFCO

LUKFCB

orange

banana

Code:
LUKFCB / LUKFCO / LUKFCS / LUKFCW
USLUKFCB / USLUKFCO / USLUKFCS / USLUKFCW

LUKFCW

LUKFCS

Have you ever been told you have
fruity feet? Now you can take it as a
compliment! Each gift tube features one
pair of fresh and fruity, one-size fits all
ankle socks. Available in four different
flavors: Banana, Watermelon,
Strawberry and Orange.

banana

strawberry

LUKFSW

LUKFSS

orange
LUKFSW

LUKFSO

watermelon

Code:
LUKFSB / LUKFSO / LUKFSS / LUKFSW
USLUKFSB / USLUKFSO / USLUKFSS / USLUKFSW

LUKFSB

Freshen up your food shop. These
colorful, reusable tote bags pack away
into cute, fruit shaped pouches. Not only
good for your wallet but easy on the
environment too! Available in: Banana,
Watermelon, Strawberry and Orange.

banana

watermelon

orange

Code:
LUKFRU
USLUKFRU
(POS of 24 pcs, 6 of each)

These 500-piece fruit-inspired puzzles
will whet your appetite. Packed full
of freshness in a beautiful gift tube
and cotton bag. Available in four
fruity flavors: Banana, Watermelon,
Strawberry and Orange.

banana

watermelon

strawberry

LUKFPO

orange

Code:
LUKFPB / LUKFPO / LUKFPS / LUKFPW
USLUKFPB / USLUKFPO / USLUKFPS / USLUKFPW

LUKFPW

LUKFPS

LUKFPO

LUKFPB

@luckiesoflondon

luckiesoflondon.co.uk

info@luckies.co.uk

